Random regression test-day models using Legendre polynomials are commonly used for the estimation of genetic parameters and genetic evaluation for test-day milk production traits. However, some researchers have reported that these models present some undesirable properties such as the overestimation of variances at the edges of lactation. Describing genetic variation of saturated fatty acids expressed in milk fat might require the testing of different models. Therefore, 3 different functions were used and compared to take into account the lactation curve: (1) Legendre polynomials with the same order as currently applied for genetic model for production traits; 2) linear splines with 10 knots; and 3) linear splines with the same 10 knots reduced to 3 parameters. The criteria used were Akaike's information and Bayesian information criteria, percentage square biases, and log-likelihood function. These criteria indentified Legendre polynomials and linear splines with 10 knots reduced to 3 parameters models as the most useful. Reducing more complex models using eigenvalues seemed appealing because the resulting models are less time demanding and can reduce convergence difficulties, because convergence properties also seemed to be improved. Finally, the results showed that the reduced spline model was very similar to the Legendre polynomials model. Key words: spline , Legendre polynomials , random regression test-day model Random regression test-day models (RRTDM) using Legendre polynomials (LP) remain a commonly used methodology for the estimation of genetic parameters and genetic evaluation for daily milk production traits (Misztal, 2006; Bohmanova et al., 2008) . The current genetic evaluation model for production traits in the Walloon region of Belgium is a multiple-lactation, multiple-trait RRTDM using second-order LP (constant, linear, quadratic) for additive genetic and environmental effects (herd × year of calving and permanent environmental). Jamrozik and Schaeffer (2002) showed that RRTDM with orthogonal polynomials outperform models using lactation curves based on the Wilmink function (Wilmink, 1987) and the Ali and Schaeffer function (Ali and Schaeffer, 1987) , even using the same number of parameters for additive genetic and environmental effects. Nevertheless, Bohmanova et al. (2008) reported that RRTDM using LP have undesirable properties, mainly the overestimation of variances at the edges of lactation, which could be explained by lack of asymptotes of LP. López-Romero et al. (2004) reported also that LP models resulted in poor performance of fitting data at the extremes of lactations.
Random regression test-day models (RRTDM) using Legendre polynomials (LP) remain a commonly used methodology for the estimation of genetic parameters and genetic evaluation for daily milk production traits (Misztal, 2006; Bohmanova et al., 2008) . The current genetic evaluation model for production traits in the Walloon region of Belgium is a multiple-lactation, multiple-trait RRTDM using second-order LP (constant, linear, quadratic) for additive genetic and environmental effects (herd × year of calving and permanent environmental). Jamrozik and Schaeffer (2002) showed that RRTDM with orthogonal polynomials outperform models using lactation curves based on the Wilmink function (Wilmink, 1987) and the Ali and Schaeffer function (Ali and Schaeffer, 1987) , even using the same number of parameters for additive genetic and environmental effects. Nevertheless, Bohmanova et al. (2008) reported that RRTDM using LP have undesirable properties, mainly the overestimation of variances at the edges of lactation, which could be explained by lack of asymptotes of LP. López-Romero et al. (2004) reported also that LP models resulted in poor performance of fitting data at the extremes of lactations.
Mathematically speaking, splines are piecewise polynomial functions. They are defined as curves that consist of individual segments themselves connected in "knots." The simplest case of a spline function is the linear spline where the segments are fitted by linear polynomials. Some previous research established that splines might be less sensitive to the data than LP and have been considered as a good alternative to polynomials (Druet et al., 2003; Meyer, 2005; Bohmanova et al., 2008) .
For the new fatty acid traits expressed in milk fat (g/100 g of fat), models required are still under scrutiny. Recently, Soyeurt et al. (2008) estimated genetic parameters for content of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids using a RRTDM with the similar order of LP for genetic and environmental effects. The current study aimed to compare different models to study genetic parameters of the milk saturated fatty acids production. Three functions were tested and compared to take into account the lactation curve: 1) Legendre polynomials with the same order as currently applied for genetic model for production traits, 2) linear splines with 10 knots, and 3) linear splines with the same 10 knots reduced to 3 variables. The comparison will be based on the goodness of models fit.
A total of 57,953 milk samples were collected between March 2005 and December 2007 from 3,140 primipa-rous Holstein (>84% Holstein blood) cows in 98 herds. Samples were collected during the official Walloon milk recording managed by the Walloon Breeders Association (Ciney, Belgium). The samples were analyzed by mid-infrared spectrometry using a Foss Milkoscan FT600 (Foss, Hillerød, Denmark) by the milk committee (Battice, Belgium). Records collected before 5 or after 365 DIM were discarded. Only test-day records from cows with age at first calving between 640 and 1,500 d were kept.
Test-day saturated fatty acid (SFA) content in fat (g/100 g of milk fat) was estimated from collected mid-infrared spectra using the calibration equation developed by Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech (Animal Science Unit, University of Liege, Gembloux, Belgium) and Walloon Research Centre (Quality Department, Gembloux, Belgium). Figure 1 displays the variation of SFA throughout the first lactation. The content of SFA in fat increased until DIM 85 and then decreased with a slight increase at the end of the lactation. A similar trend was observed in reports in the literature (e.g., Soyeurt et al., 2008) for most SFA expressed in bovine milk fat. The mean value of test-day SFA was 64.99 (SD = 5.98; g/100 g of fat). The minimum and maximum values were 33.70 and 81.35 g/100 g of fat, respectively.
The data were analyzed with 3 RRTDM. The general matrix notation for these models was y = Xβ + Q(Za + Zp + Wh) + e, where y was the vector of observations (SFA content in milk, g/100 g of fat), β was the vector of fixed effects (herd × test day, stage of lactation: 20 classes of DIM, age at calving: 20 classes); a was the vector of additive genetic animal effect; p was the vector of permanent environment random effect; h was the vector of herdyear of calving. The Q matrix, which was the matrix of regressors, was different for the 3 models studied containing LP of order 2 (model LP), linear splines with 10 knots (model SP10) or linear splines reduced to 3 transformed variables (model SP3); X, Z, and W were incidence matrices; and e was the vector of random residual effects.
In the SP10 model, 10 knots were equally spaced on the lactation curve (interval of 40 DIM). The chosen knots [T (i) ] were 5, 45, 85, 125, 165, 205, 285, 325 , and 365 DIM. Coefficients of linear splines were calculated as the interpolation coefficient between 2 adjacent knots as (Misztal, 2006) : With linear spline coefficients, all φ (i) are equal to zero except when DIM is between T (i) and T (i+1) . Therefore, φ (i) vector had, at most, 2 nonzero elements, and the sum of all elements was equal to 1.
Computational requirements for the SP10 model were obviously very high. To reduce the complexity of that model, it was reduced toward the SP3 model based on the reduction of the 10 knots applied to only 3 variables. To reduce the number of parameters, the eigenvectors of the obtained covariance matrices were calculated. In preliminary studies, it was shown that the first 3 eigenvectors of the genetic, permanent environment, and herd × year of calving (co)variance components were the 3 most important. This fact is in accordance with results reported by Druet et al. (2003) and Torres and Quaas (2001) . The method applied to do the rank reduction was based on the elimination of dimensions with very small eigenvalues. In this study, the 3 retained eigenvalues explained 99.3% of the genetic variability. The different steps were as follows:
Step 1. Let G, H, and P be the 10 × 10 matrix of (co)variance components between the 10 genetic, herd × year of calving, and permanent environmental linear splines, respectively. These matrices were summed to a matrix of phenotypic (co)variance components (S) representing the (co)variances among the regressors.
Step 2. Create a 10 × 10 matrix R containing φ (i) values for DIM included between DIM 5 and DIM 365. The dimensions of this matrix were (361, 10).
Step 3. Compute the (co)variance matrix V among the 361 test-days:
Step 4. Compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of V matrix. Let the matrix of eigenvectors be V sp and that of the eigenvalues D sp ; V sp is a 10-rank matrix.
Step 5. Create V sp_red by choosing the 3 dimensions with highest eigenvalues.
Step 6. Re-estimate new matrices G red , H red , and P red for these new regressions based on V sp_red . These matrices are 3-rank matrices.
For the 3 models, the genetic parameters for SFA were estimated by REML (Misztal, 2007 
The choice of optimal RRTDM was based on statistical criteria. Akaike's information criterion (AIC), developed by Akaike (1973) , is a measure of the goodness of fit of an estimated statistical model. This criterion is widely used in statistics for comparing models (e.g., Druet et al. 2003 ). Akaike proposed a simple and useful criterion for selecting the best-fit model among alternative model. In the general case, the AIC presents the following form:
where k is the number of parameters in the statistical model, and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model. The model with the lower AIC, and thus with the highest value [ln(L)] for the number of parameters corrected log-likelihood, is considered as the best. The models were also compared by Bayesian information criterion (BIC) values. Several competing models may be ranked according to their BIC values, with the one having the lowest BIC being the best. In statistics, BIC is very closely related to AIC. However, the penalty for additional parameters is stronger than that of the AIC. The BIC is a criterion for model selection among a class of parametric models with different numbers of parameters. It was calculated as
where L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model, k is the number of variance components estimated, and λ is the number of samples. The interpretation of BIC is analogous to AIC. Both correct for the number of parameters, but BIC also corrects for samples. Despite this correction, the basis of minus twice the logarithm of the likelihood (−2logL) is another useful measure to evaluate the fitness of models. In statistics, the likelihood function is a function of the parameters of a statistical model that plays a key role in statistical inference:
where L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model. Models with the lowest Log-likelihood function and therefore the highest log (L) are the best.
The last criterion is for the analysis of residuals. The percentage square biases (PSB; Ali and Schaeffer, 1987) where y r was the rth observed record, x r was the rth predicted record, and n was the number of records. The model with the lowest PSB is the best one. The models were also compared according to EBV. Sires with more than 10 daughters were ranked according to their EBV. Spearman rank correlation coefficients were computed for all models to assess the similarity (or lack thereof) between sire rankings obtained with the different applied models. Table 1 reports model selection criteria. The AIC of the SP10 model was 23 and 28% higher than that for the SP3 and the LP models, respectively. The BIC of that model was also 28% higher than the BIC of LP model. In general, the AIC and the BIC values of SP3 model were closer to the values of LP model (AIC and BIC of LP were only 7 and 3% lower, respectively, than their corresponding values for the SP3 model). This was expected because the SP3 model had the same number of parameters as the LP model. The third criterion was the basis of −2logL. Similar observations were realized for the log-likelihood function. The obtained value for the SP10 model was approximately 28% higher than those obtained for the SP3 and LP models. These last 2 models were very close (less than 1% of difference). The PSB criterion evaluated the 3 models differently. Indeed, the lowest value of PSB was obtained for the SP10 model. This was expected because fitting 10 knots created a better fit, but at the expense of many more parameters. In general, the comparison of models based on AIC, BIC, and log-likelihood function favored the LP model.
Trends of estimated genetic (co)variances among the first lactation for SP3, SP10, and LP models are shown in Figure 2 . The overall obtained shape of the variance functions was similar among models with higher variances at the beginning. The model SP10 and, to a lesser extent, model SP3 showed very high variances at the beginning of the lactation. All models showed a tendency to increase at the end of the lactation, with LP reaching levels comparable to those at the beginning. As expected from the way linear splines are defined for the SP10 model, some parabolic shapes were observed in the genetic variance function. According to Bohmanova et al. (2008) , this parabolic shape is specific to linear splines and does not translate to a biological mechanism. Results for SP10 were most likely influenced by the way knots were distributed throughout the lactation. In this study, knots were equally spaced on the lactation curve (intervals of 40 DIM) and no efforts were made to optimize their location. As shown in the literature, the general shape of a spline variance function is usually influenced by the number of knots (e.g., Bohmanova et al., 2008) . It can be also noticed that the SP3 shape is smoother than the SP10 shape. This seems to be logical because the SP3 model was obtained by reducing 10 knots (SP10 model) to 3 regressions. As reported earlier, the genetic variance for LP model showed a U shape, despite the fact that a herd × year of calving effect was introduced in the model. For production traits, Gengler and Wiggans (2001) had shown that the inclusion of this effect could better catch variance at the beginning and at the end of the lactation. Unreasonably high variances at the beginning of the lactation were also reported in several studies, such as by Bohmanova et al. (2008) for production traits and by Soyeurt et al. (2008) for milk quality traits. Figure 3 depicts the change of heritability values throughout the lactation. Large changes of heritability values for SFA in fat were observed throughout the first lactation. The SP10 model on one hand and the LP and SP3 models on the other hand showed different patterns throughout the first lactation. The shape followed by the SP10 model was very different from the shape obtained for the 2 remaining models. The trend of genetic variance obtained for the SP10 model was much smoother than the obtained trend of heritability. The irregularity of the trend of heritability could be explained by the permanent environmental component (not shown). For LP and SP3 models, the highest value of heritability was observed at the beginning of the lactation (0.33). The minimum was close to 0.12 and was found around 140 DIM for the LP model. For the SP3 model, the lowest value was observed at the end and around 140 DIM of lactation and was close to 0.11. This observation could be due to the changes of energy status of the cow throughout the lactation. Energy balance is known to be negative at the beginning of the lactation, causing mobilization of adipose fatty acids. This could explain why the genetic part is higher in the early stage of lactation (Stoop et al., 2009) . At the end of lactation, the LP and SP3 models present different shapes. Heritability estimates by the LP model increased at the end of the first lactation compared with estimates by SP3 model, which decreased.
Average heritability estimates throughout the lactation were 0.12, 0.16, and 0.20 for LP, SP3, and SP10 models respectively. Heritability for SFA obtained in this study was similar to the value of 0.24 reported by Soyeurt et al. (2008) , who used LP with the same polynomials as in the current study. According to a literature review done by Arnould and Soyeurt (2009) , the estimates of heritability for milk quality traits differ very much among the studies. Also, few authors have reported heritability values of the milk quality trait defined here (SFA expressed in fat, g/100 g of fat). The ranking of animals for EBV using SP10, SP3, and LP did not change very much, which supports the use of simpler models such as SP3 and LP with reduced number of parameters.
This study aimed to compare different models to study genetic parameters of milk SFA production. The presented models gave similar overall shape of the genetic variance function. However, the trend of heritability was very different between models. The AIC, BIC, and log-likelihood function identified the LP and SP3 models as the most useful models. Model SP10 was the worst model for each function. Indeed, all function estimates were less favorable for this model. Using 10 splines (regressions) was also very computationally demanding. Indeed, LP and SP3 models needed the least time to converge (2 h 50 min and 17 h 10 min, respectively) and had the lowest number of rounds (1,153 and 978). Convergence rate of SP10 model was much slower (more than 1 mo and more than 5,000 rounds).
Finally, SP10, SP3, and LP did not differ in the ranking of sires with respect to Spearman rank correlation. Hence, the 3 methods showed the same ability to rank sires based on their EBV.
Based on results from this study, the reduced SP3 model was very similar to the LP model. Except for the PSB value that was lowest for SP10 model (indicating that this model had the best fit), the AIC, BIC and, −2log(L) ranked the models in the same way. However, SP3 was not found to be superior to LP. These 2 models require the same limited number of parameters. Results of this study indicated, therefore, that LP was the best among the compared models. Therefore, it can be expected that LP-based models could be used to model production of SFA in fat. However, our results for SP10 were most likely influenced by the way knots were distributed throughout the lactation. Recently, Jamrozik et al. (2010) studied the selection of locations of knots for linear splines in RRTDM. They concluded that optimal locations of knots (for linear splines) could vary according to the studied population, lactation, and trait and according to the random effects. As work with new traits is in progress, additional research on this topic is required.
